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People frequently use distance metaphors to characterize social relationships: friends who were once close can drift apart, while an unpleasant colleague should be kept at arm’s length (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, 1999). These metaphors reflect the power of spatial relationships to influence, and be influenced by, social interactions. For example, people physically distance themselves from competitors and the disliked (e.g., Kleck et al., 1968; Sommer, 1969; Tedesco & Fromme, 1974) and cooperate less with those who are further away (Bradner & Mark, 2002; Sensenig, Reed, & Miller, 1972). Here, we examine whether social interactions can also impact the space people perceive between themselves and others.

Our work is grounded in the theory of embodied perception, which proposes that perception is related to actions within, and thoughts and feelings about, the environment (e.g., Glenberg, Witt, & Metcalfe, 2013). For example, an action’s plan (e.g., Bekkering & Neggers, 2002), anticipated difficulty (e.g., Doerrfeld, Sebanz, & Shiffrar, 2012), and success (e.g., Witt & Proffitt, 2005) can influence many psychophysical judgments including estimates of size, distance, speed, and weight (see Witt, 2011). The vast majority of these studies focus on a single individual’s perception during an isolated activity. However, people commonly perform actions in social contexts where others are present and interacting in some manner. Social contexts are important determinants of one’s expectations, actions, and attitudes that may also affect perception in systematic ways. Here, we consider the effects of two contrasting scenarios—competition and cooperation—in order to establish the existence of socioperceptual effects and to investigate the mechanisms that govern their emergence.

How might social contexts influence perception? One intriguing idea is that physical behaviors associated with particular social scenarios will be analogously represented in perception. We noted earlier that people increase their physical distance from competitors. Following competition, observers may experience a perceptual analogue of this effect, seeing each other as being further apart than similarly situated noncompetitive counterparts. In contrast, one’s desire to cooperate with another person is inversely related...
to their physical distance. Hence, following a cooperative interaction, participants might perceive each other as being closer together than noncooperative counterparts. Such a “behavior-perception alignment hypothesis” has not been explicitly tested, but one recent study is consistent with it. Following social rejection, observers seek affiliation with a social group; they also underestimate the distance between themselves and newly encountered individuals, an effect that might promote new social interactions (Pitts, Wilson, & Hugenberg, 2014). Hence, under this hypothesis, competition and cooperation should bias perception in opposite directions.

Another theoretical possibility is also suggested by the literature: Perception may be particularly vulnerable to biases in situations where the potential for negative outcomes is high, or where negative outcomes result. In addition to the effect of social rejection we just noted, well-documented examples of action-modulated perception hinge on athletic success or failure (e.g., Witt & Proffit, 2005), degree of physical strain (Witt et al., 2008), risk of physical harm (e.g., Stefanucci, Gagnon, Tompkins, & Bullock, 2012), and the presence of strong emotional states such as fear (Stefanucci & Proffit, 2009). Competition poses a potential threat to competitors’ self-esteem because ego hinges on performance (Reinboth & Duda, 2004; Ryan, 1982). Thus, competition involves risk: Although winning a competition can enhance self-esteem and produce positive affect, losing leads to reductions in self-esteem and negative affect (Heatherton & Polivy, 1991; Nummenmaa & Niemi, 2004; Standage, Duda, & Pensgaard, 2005; Thill & Cury, 2000). Under a “risk and negative outcome hypothesis,” competition should therefore increase distance estimates. Furthermore, individuals who lose should experience augmented effects of competition on perception. Cooperative scenarios, in contrast, reduce risk to an individual. In fact, in face-to-face interactions, when given a choice between cooperative and competitive behaviors, people opt for cooperation approximately 90% of the time (e.g., Insko et al., 1993; Wildschut, Pinter, Vevea, Insko, & Schopler, 2003). Furthermore, cooperative tasks prompt observers to form a social synergy (Marsh, Richardson, Baron, & Schmidt, 2006) in which environments and actions are perceived in terms of joint, rather than individual, actions and abilities (e.g., Davis, Riley, Shockley, & Cummins-Sebree, 2010). Hence, under this view, cooperation should have a substantially smaller, and perhaps negligible, effect on perception.

Experiment 1

To examine the influence of social interactions on spatial perception, we asked participants to play a simple game with a confederate under cooperative, competitive, and control conditions.

Method

Eighty-one North Dakota State University (NDSU) students were randomly assigned to one of three experimental groups of 27 participants each. Participants stood at a line facing a confederate 3.05 m away and played a game in which they tossed a tennis ball at a Velcro target board with patches worth varying point values lying 1.22 m away on the floor. A second identical target board was positioned the same distance away from the confederate (see Figure 1). Each player in the game would toss a ball toward her target, retrieve the ball, and then return to the starting line. In the cooperative condition, the participant and confederate played as a team alternating tosses. Participants in this condition won the game when the team’s total cumulative score reached 2,000 or more. In the competitive condition, the winner was the first player to individually score 1,000 or more points. In the control condition, participants played the game by themselves while standing across from the confederate and won the game when their individual cumulative score reached 1,000 or more. At the end of each round, the confederate announced the total cumulative score (cooperative condition), the cumulative score of each player (competitive condition), or the cumulative score of the participant (control condition). Otherwise, the participant and confederate did not speak to each other. Immediately after completing the game, while both players still stood at their starting lines, participants provided a verbal estimate of the current distance between themselves and the confederate. Three confederates—two women and one man—participated in the study and played with participants equally often across conditions.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the results of Experiment 1. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that group assignment affected participants’ distance estimates, F(2, 78) = 5.41, p < .01, ηp² = .12. To determine the source of this effect, planned comparisons were conducted. Participants in the competitive condition perceived the confederate to be further away from them than participants in the cooperative (p < .02) or control (p < .01) conditions. Participants in the cooperative and control conditions showed no difference in their estimates (p > .70). These results suggest that competitive, but not cooperative, social interactions affect how people perceive the space between themselves and others.

In addition to group assignment, we considered the degree to which the quality of a participant’s performance also influenced her distance estimates. Within the control condition, we defined performance quality as the number of turns taken by the participant to reach 1,000 points. Within both the cooperative and competitive conditions, performance quality was defined as the number of points scored by the participant when the game ended. Correlational analyses indicated no relationship between participant performance and distance estimates within the control, r = −.01, p = .48, 1-tailed and cooperative conditions, r = −.04, p = .42, 1-tailed. Within the competitive condition, however, participants who performed more poorly tended to perceive the confederate as further away (r = −.34, p = .04, 1-tailed). This trend suggests that
the perceptual consequences of competitive social dynamics may interact with one’s degree of success within the competition.

In summary, the results of Experiment 1 are consistent with a “risk and negative outcome” hypothesis of embodied perception. Competition, an inherently risky scenario, led observers to perceive their competitors as further away. This result was exacerbated among those individuals who performed more poorly in the competition. In contrast, less risky cooperative scenarios did not influence perception. However, the design of Experiment 1 did not balance participant performance—in the majority of games across both the competitive and cooperative conditions, the confederate scored more points than the participant. Our results therefore primarily consider distance estimates given by the weaker player. We conducted a second experiment to further test the risk and negative outcome hypothesis in a situation that corrected for this imbalance.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we divided naive participants into pairs who played the ball-toss game together. We were therefore able to identify and obtain a distance estimate from both a stronger and weaker player within each game. This allowed us to more directly compare the effects of social context and performance outcomes on perception. If, as suggested by the results of Experiment 1, perception is shaped by the negative risk inherent to competition, then losers in a competitive situation should estimate a greater distance between themselves and the winner than vice versa. In contrast, no perceptual differences should be evident between the weaker and stronger players in a cooperative situation.

Method

The methods used in Experiment 2 were the same as in Experiment 1 with the following changes. One hundred sixty-eight NDSU students were equally and randomly assigned to the cooperative, competitive, and control conditions. By increasing the sample size, Experiment 2 obtained more statistical power relative to Experiment 1. Instead of playing with a confederate, participants were randomly paired and played the ball-toss game with each other. In the cooperative and competitive conditions, participants took turns tossing a ball, while in the control condition, one participant tossed the ball and the other observed. Experiment 2 was conducted in a larger room than Experiment 1, allowing participants to stand 4.37 m away from each other and 1.52 m away from their respective target boards. After each round, an experimenter retrieved the balls, handed them back to the players, and announced their current scores. Immediately after completing the game, both participants provided a written estimate of the distance between themselves and the other player while standing at their starting lines. After making this estimate, participants completed a short posttest questionnaire that probed for the presence of demand characteristics by asking what they thought the purpose of the study was and what outcome they would predict for the study.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the results of Experiment 2. Based on individual points scored, each participant was classified as being either the stronger or weaker player in a cooperative pair, the winner or loser in a competitive pair, or the player or observer in a control pair. A comparison of the estimated distances for higher versus lower scorers across each of the three experimental groups indicated no main effect of group, $F(2, 168) = .78, p > .40$, but a significant main effect of score (high vs. low), $F(1, 168) = 7.06, p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .04$, and a significant interaction between group and score, $F(2, 168) = 3.38, p < .05$, $\eta^2 = .04$. Tukey post hoc tests showed that when participants were pitted against each other in the competitive condition, the players who lost perceived more distance between themselves and their opponent than did the players who won ($p < .01$). In contrast, performance on the ball-toss task did not influence distance estimates in the cooperative or control conditions ($p > .9$ for both comparisons). Responses on the posttest questionnaire indicated that none of the participants suspected we were manipulating the competitive dynamics of the game across different groups, and none had consciously linked the idea of performance in the ball-toss game to variations in distance estimates.

As in Experiment 1, performance quality influenced the perception of one’s distance from a competitor. In this case, losers provided distance estimates that were substantially larger than winners. In stark contrast, participants in the cooperative condition who likewise scored fewer points than their partners did not
perceive these partners as standing farther from them than the participants who performed better in the ball-toss task. Likewise, participants who never actually tossed a ball but instead observed another participant did not perceive this player as being more or less distant than the active player. Taken together, these results indicate that poor performers do not universally see their counterparts (be they teammates or competitors) as more distant. Instead, the specific social context of losing a competition leads players to see their opponents as being farther away.

General Discussion

Visual perception of the physical environment is scaled by a person’s capacity for action (Witt, 2011), modified by fear or threat (Cole, Balcetis, & Dunning, 2013; Stefanacci, Profitt, Clore, & Parekh, 2008; Teachman, Stefanacci, Clerkin, Cody, & Profitt, 2008), and shaped by the presence of a supportive friend (Schnall, Harber, Stefanacci, & Profitt, 2008) or capable coactor (Doerrfeld et al., 2012). Here, we have shown for the first time that the dynamics of social interactions can also impact perception. In two experiments, observers who were engaged in a competitive interaction perceived their counterpart as being farther away compared with being placed in a neutral context. The magnitude of this effect was inversely related to performance: individuals who lost the game displayed greater perceptual bias. In contrast, cooperative contexts had no influence on distance perception. Because the players remained well outside each other’s regions of personal space (e.g., Hayduk, 1981) and could not physically aid each other, we cannot attribute these perceptual effects to changes in participants’ abilities to effectively act—or coact—within the environment. Hence, it was not participants’ actions per se, but the competitive nature of the social encounter and its unsuccessful outcome that created increased perceptual distance between actors.

Had perception simply mirrored behavior in social situations, cooperation should have decreased perceived distance, just as competition increased it. The fact that competition, but not cooperation, biased perception is more consistent with our “risk and negative outcome hypothesis” of perceptual bias. Losing a competition threatens self-esteem and introduces anxiety, depression, and anger (e.g., Heatherton & Polivy, 1991). Losers in our competitive condition likely experienced greater levels of ego threat and negative affect than players in the cooperative or control conditions, who presumably experienced similarly low levels of negative affect during the experiment. The additional negative experience of losing would make these feelings more salient and contribute more strongly to participants’ overall impressions—including their perception of distance—the more pleasant and lower-stakes “wins” that participants in the cooperative and control conditions experienced (e.g., Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkelauer, & Vohs, 2001; Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). Additionally, the zero-sum situation of the competitive condition, in which one player’s success directly equated with another’s failure, created a stark delineation between players that likely held greater social salience than either of the other conditions.

Our novel risk and negative outcome hypothesis dovetails well with existing demonstrations of attentional bias based on athletic performance, physical exertion, and negative affect. Why might these situations be particularly influential on perception? In cases like these, attributing poor performance to a faster moving ball or fear to greater heights may provide some degree of ego protection. Similarly, in the case of competition, long-held associations between physical and social distance may help create the bias we have observed. Social categorical membership influences mental representations of spatial information (e.g., Maddox, Rapp, Brion, & Taylor, 2008), and—in some situations—can lead to perception of cultural out-group members as being more distant than in-group members (Soliman & Glenberg, 2014). Perceiving winning competitors as being more physically distant could help people more readily delineate them as out-group members. When you cannot keep your distance from an opponent whose performance eclipses your own, it is perhaps easier to process the implications that this competitor is not on your side if you see him as being farther away from you.
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